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WELCOME TO THE LAND OF CLARITY & MOMENTUM!
I'm your host Rachael Alexander, and I'll be guiding
you on this journey to discovering how to eliminate
overwhelm, scatterbrain, and confusion and
magically create clarity at will whenever you need
it! When creating clarity there are 3 easy steps that
you'll need to take in order to say Abracadabra
to your new sense of clarity and confidence. Let's
briefly go over what those steps are:
Step #1: Determine Your Mindset Tendency, Step #2: Take A Journey
Inward, Step #3: Here's What To Do When Overwhelm & Confusion Creep
Up.
So now that we've covered those steps, let's dive into them more deeply!

STEP #1: DETERMINE YOUR MINDSET TENDENCY
SURVIVING MOSAIC SOULS
Think that being Multipassionate means
Multitasking a lot. Which leads to a lot of
scatterbrain (sigh.)
Look outside of themselves for all there
answers
Insecure about their abilities often due to
comparing themselves to others
Overshoot their capabilities when it comes
to vision-boarding, setting intentions and
goal setting; which causes more doubt,
confusion, and overwhelm because it puts
a lot of tension on their current reality to
where they really want to be
Get complacent or easily frustrated when
things don't go their way, usually because
they are pursuing way to many things at
once which never get completed
Not being strategic with their passions or
clear on how they help others in the world

THRIVING MOSAIC SOULS

Understand that being multipassionate
means divinely gifted with many
passions, however understand how to
single-focus on one task at a time to get
things done
Go inwards to their hearts and souls for
divine guidance and answers
Are confident in their abilities and vision
because they know they are divine
beings and there's no need for
comparison
Set big goals but take realistic, doable,
and actionable mini leaps towards their
desired outcomes
Operate from a serene, peaceful, and
often excited place even when things
don't go as planned because they see
life as an adventure, and understand
that there's a higher order to things that
they consciously co-create with in small
bit size baby steps
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STEP #2: THE JOURNEY INWARD
When confusion and overwhelm has grabbed you by the neck, the first reaction is to
fight your way through it with tons of stagnating and unclear actions or even worse
feeling procrastination or complacency. The remedy to that my love is to get quiet
and still and take a journey inward into the land of all-knowing within yourself,
where your inner being is waiting at the well of "ask and ye shall find". You see being
a heart-centered Mosaic Soul is all about shifting your focus from relying on your
mind and tuning into the wisdom of your heart. Here are questions to help you
create clarity in your life and business at any moment.
What am I desiring at this moment?
What immediate desired results or outcomes am I truly craving (within the
next 1 month)?
Why am I craving them?
What would it look and feel like to achieve those desired results or
outcomes?
What 1-3 small baby steps can I take now or today to move me closer to my
desired results or outcomes

TAKE A MOMENT NOW TO ANSWER THESE
QUESTIONS FOR YOURSELF

STEP #3: WHAT TO DO WHEN OVERWHELM &
CONFUSION CREEP UP
Lack of Clarity can lead to self-sabotaging reactions and behaviors. It can cause you
to doubt yourself and mistrust your inner guidance, which totally sucks, and what
we're here to magically swish away. So when the overwhelm and confusion bullies
come to beat you up here are 2 questions to ask first then go back to Step #2 to
gain clarity on your action steps.
What thoughts or beliefs am I believing about myself or others to make me
feel this way?
Who would I be without these thoughts?
YOUR TURN!
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